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23. Battles 
 

Inside the tent, Bella was so tense that she was digging her fingernails into her bandaged 

palm. If it weren’t for the brace on her other hand, I’m sure it would have been doing the 

same. I carefully unclenched her fingers and put my hand in hers. 

“It’s going to be fine, Bella,” I said calmly. “We’ve got skill, training, and surprise 

on our side. It will be over very soon. If I didn’t truly believe that, I would be down there 

now—and you’d be here, chained to a tree or something along those lines.” 

“Alice is so small,” Bella cried. 

I chuckled. “That might be a problem…if it were possible for someone to catch 

her.” 

Outside the tent, Seth was complaining. Why do I have to be here when all the good 

stuff is happening down there?  

We’re smelling them. Oooh… They stink worse than the Cullens.  

Sorry Edward, Seth appended to the pack’s comment. He began to whimper then, 

alarming Bella. 

“What’s wrong?” 

“He’s just angry that he’s stuck here with us. He knows the pack kept him out of the 

action to protect him. He’s salivating to join them.”  

Watching the pack mind through Seth, I began commentating the action for Bella. 

Unfortunately, I wouldn’t be able to see my family’s separate battle in the clearing until the 

wolves joined them there. 

“The newborns have reached the end of the trail—it worked like a charm, Jasper’s a 

genius—and they’ve caught the scent of the ones in the meadow, so they’re splitting into 

two groups now, as Alice said.” It took some concentration to explain the action while 

following it through seven sets of eyes from seven different angles. It was thrilling, though, 

with so much to see and hear. 

“Sam’s taking us around to head off the ambush party,” I murmured. Then I noticed 

Bella’s heart pounding wildly, but her respiration had stopped. 

“Breathe, Bella,” I reminded her and then continued. “The first group is in the 

clearing. We can hear the fighting.” I wished I could see them too…my family. 

Bella went rigid next to me and I squeezed her hand gently. 

The pack stood in formation, crouched and utterly silent in the woods, waiting. I 

hooted once when I heard that my brother was whooping it up in the clearing.  

“We can hear Emmett—he’s enjoying himself. The second group is getting 

ready—they aren’t paying attention, they haven’t heard us yet.” 
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“I’m getting her.” 

“No, she’s mine. Get out of my way!” 

I growled, frightening Bella. 

“What?” she gasped. 

“They’re talking about you,” I explained angrily. “They’re supposed to make sure 

you don’t escape.”  

“What’s that smell? It really stin—,” said a large newborn before getting the 

surprise of his life. 

“Nice move, Leah! Mmm, she’s quite fast,” I exclaimed. Then to Bella, “One of the 

newborns caught our scent, and Leah took him down before he could even turn. Sam’s 

helping her finish him off. Paul and Jacob got another one, but the others are on the 

defensive now. They have no idea what to make of us. Both sides are feinting….” 

Jared darted forward, nearly tripping Sam. 

“No, let Sam lead. Stay out of the way,” I coached, despite my distance from the 

action. “Separate them—don’t let them protect each other’s backs.” 

I wanna be… I wanna go…, Seth whined. 

“That’s better, drive them toward the clearing.” I was so caught up in the fight that 

I was moving around, taking abortive stabs at the newborns myself as if I could affect the 

fight below.  

Then my ears caught something much closer. Seth heard it too and froze into 

silence. 

“It leads this way. Keep up! You didn’t see her down there, smell her?” 

“No. They probably hid her somewhere. Maybe the psychic knew we were 

coming.” 

“She couldn’t have. I didn’t decide.” 

“No, not you, but the rest of us.” 

“She’s got to be with him. They’re always together.” 

I recognized that squeaky, childlike voice! It was Victoria! She and her companion 

were following my scent trail and getting closer by the second! I jumped to my feet 

instantly, pulling Bella with me. With two great swipes of my hand, I shredded the tent, 

freeing us to move in whatever direction was required. Seth leaped toward me silently, 

stopping with his nose a few inches from my face. 

They’re here? 

I nodded at him minutely. 

Two? 

Another nod. 

Shall I hide in the trees for an ambush? 

“Go, Seth!” I agreed with a whisper. 

He wheeled around and darted into the woods. I grabbed Bella’s waist and swung 

her to a safer position with her back against the sheer cliff wall. Then I crouched in front of 
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her defensively and waited, ready for combat.  

“Who?” Bella whispered. 

I didn’t bother to lower my voice. It was too late to run. “Victoria,” I answered with 

seething hatred. “She’s not alone. She crossed my scent, following the newborns in to 

watch—she never meant to fight with them. She made a spur–of–the–moment decision to 

find me, guessing that you would be wherever I was. She was right. You were right. It was 

always Victoria.” 

For many long months, I had wanted nothing more than a chance to destroy 

Victoria, but I’d never wanted Bella—or Seth, for that matter—to be anywhere near when 

it happened. Since nothing could be done about that now, I was grateful that Seth was 

hiding in the woods ready to launch a surprise attack. 

They appeared on the far side of the little clearing, the newborn wrangler in the 

lead, a tall, blonde vampire, possibly less than a year old. I recognized his scent from 

Bella’s bedroom. It was Victoria who had sent him on that reconnaissance mission to 

collect Bella’s scent for baiting the army. Just as Bella had guessed. 

It was easy to identify nomads—the longer they lived in a wild state, the more feral 

they appeared. They took on the characteristics of lions or tigers, always pacing or 

crouched tautly ready to spring. Their eyes swept back and forth continually to catch every 

movement in their field of vision. 

Victoria was very thirsty and her ebony eyes were glued to Bella. The fiery redhead 

had scented her and, though she would prefer to drink Bella’s blood, she was vindictive 

enough to settle for crushing my love’s heart. If I didn’t eliminate her, Victoria wouldn’t 

get far before she fed on someone, possibly someone in La Push or Forks. 

Victoria’s plan was to send Riley—her “Jasper”—across the clearing to engage me, 

giving her the opportunity to steal Bella. She wasn’t concerned about Riley’s welfare. She 

only needed him to last long enough for her to complete her mission. It wouldn’t have been 

a bad plan if I hadn’t had a secret weapon waiting in the wings. 

Bella trembled behind me in fright, but I kept my eyes on the approaching 

combatants. Riley had begun stalking. He knew that I had special abilities and was clearly 

frightened of me, though he tried hard not to show it. Victoria was prepared to leap across 

the clearing, snatch Bella, and escape. She had escaped from me innumerable times when I 

tracked her across Texas and seemed to possess a talent for it. 

The wolves had nearly finished destroying their half of the newborn army. Paul 

bayed into the sky, a premature victory howl. The wolves hadn’t entered the clearing yet, 

so I still had no news of my family. 

Victoria signaled at Riley to attack. Poor child. He didn’t know that if he did, he 

was as good as dead. It seemed only fair to give him an option to escape that fate. 

“Riley,” I said, in a gentle, coaxing voice.  

He froze. 

“She’s lying to you, Riley. Listen to me. She’s lying to you just like she lied to the 
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others who are dying now in the clearing. You know that she’s lied to them, that she had 

you lie to them, that neither of you were ever going to help them. Is it so hard to believe that 

she’s lied to you, too?” 

Riley hesitated, suddenly unsure. 

I feinted to the side and Riley matched my movement. 

“She doesn’t love you, Riley,” I continued. “She never has. She loved someone 

named James, and you’re no more than a tool to her.” 

I caught the sharp pain that Victoria acknowledged in her mind at the mention of 

her mate, though she remained stoic. Riley was wavering, not wanting to accept my story, 

but halfway believing me, nevertheless. His attention drifted back to Victoria, imploring 

her with his eyes. Hers were still locked on Bella. 

“Riley?” I called to pull his focus back to me while Seth crept forward to the edge 

of the trees. Our plan was for Seth to engage the less experienced fighter, while I battled the 

wily escape artist. Bella would be unguarded if we had to fight at the same time. 

“She knows that I will kill you, Riley. She wants you to die so that she doesn’t have 

to keep up the pretense anymore.” Riley flinched. “Yes—you’ve seen that, haven’t you? 

You’ve read the reluctance in her eyes, suspected a false note in her promises. You were 

right. She’s never wanted you. Every kiss, every touch was a lie.” 

I feinted to the side to test Riley’s concentration. He matched me, but more slowly 

than last time. His determination and confidence were slipping. If I could not convince him 

to retreat, then at least he would be softened up for Seth’s attack. Victoria was tempted by 

the small gap I’d left between Bella and myself. She was judging the space between us and 

whether it was enough for her to dart in and seize Bella. 

“You don’t have to die,” I assured the newborn. “There are other ways to live than 

the way she’s shown you. It’s not all lies and blood, Riley. You can walk away right now. 

You don’t have to die for her lies.” 

I moved forward and a little further from Bella, luring Victoria closer. As much as 

she wanted to get at Bella, she also wanted to stay a safe distance from me. The tension 

between the two desires kept her frozen in place. I needed her to approach close enough so 

that I could grab her. I slid further forward, creating a one–foot gap between me and Bella. 

Victoria was itching to make her move. 

“Last chance, Riley,” I whispered as I feinted again. His reaction was slightly off–

balance. He looked toward Victoria anxiously.  

“He’s the liar, Riley,” Victoria squeaked in her babyish voice. “I told you about 

their mind tricks. You know I love only you.” That half–hearted assurance was enough to 

restore Riley’s devotion and solidify his decision to attack me. He assumed—wrongly, of 

course—that Victoria would back him up. Riley crouched and bared his teeth. 

 I didn’t have to tell Seth when the right moment came. He instinctively knew 

when Riley’s attack was imminent and, one second beforehand, leaped from his hiding 

place, a creature of nightmares. 
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“No!” Victoria screamed. 

Seth slammed Riley to the ground and took a chunk from his hand with a metallic 

screech, tossing it aside. Victoria gazed longingly at Bella. 

“No,” she hissed as she realized she had been tricked. She would have to get past 

me before she’d get a chance at Bella. 

Riley got to his feet and kicked Seth hard in the shoulder, snapping a bone. Seth 

winced and backed off, circling. Victoria began circling me, or rather, semi–circling me, as 

my back was to the cliff. She quickly discovered that I always beat her to wherever she 

moved. With my mind–reading ability, she couldn’t outmaneuver me. 

Seth snapped another chunk out of Riley and tossed it away. When Victoria saw 

that Riley was in trouble and that getting to Bella would be more difficult than she 

anticipated, she began to back into the trees. She was stuck between her burning obsession 

to kill Bella and her desire to escape. If she escaped this time, I didn’t know when I might 

get another opportunity to destroy her. I knew she would not stop chasing Bella as long as 

she existed. 

“Don’t go, Victoria,” I crooned. “You’ll never get another chance like this.” 

She snarled and hissed, caught in indecision. 

“You can always run later. Plenty of time for that. It’s what you do, isn’t it? It’s 

why James kept you around. Useful, if you like to play deadly games. A partner with an 

uncanny instinct for escaping. He shouldn’t have left you—he could have used your skills 

when we caught up to him in Phoenix.”  

She snarled in fury. 

“That’s all you ever were to him, though,” I said to provoke her further. “Silly to 

waste so much energy avenging someone who had less affection for you than a hunter for 

his mount. You were never more than a convenience to him. I would know.” I half–smiled 

and tapped the side of my forehead.  

Enraged, Victoria shrieked and dashed out of the trees toward me, feinting to the 

side, but finding me there already. 

Seth barked in pain as Riley connected with his flank. He hobbled backwards 

toward Bella and me, letting the vampire drive him to our position. When Riley got too 

close, Seth snapped to move him back. Victoria was closing in too. Seth circled near me 

and brushed his tail across my back. 

I’ll guard Bella when the redhead attacks. 

Victoria gasped. It’s touching him! Werewolves don’t make friends. Maybe it’s 

going to attack him. 

“No, he won’t turn on me,” I told her confidently, moving closer to her when her 

eyes slipped across to Seth. “You provided us with a common enemy. You allied us. Look 

more closely, Victoria,” I purred, distracting her. “Is he really so much like the monster 

James tracked across Siberia?” 

That caught her attention and her eyes darted to Seth again, then defensively to me, 
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then to Bella with longing, around and around. “Not the same?” she hissed. “Impossible!” 

“Nothing is impossible,” I crooned as I moved slightly closer, preparing to attack. 

“Except what you want. You’ll never touch her.” 

Here when you’re ready, Seth thought. 

Victoria saw the larger space I’d left between me and Bella and lunged, but I was 

already there to block. Then she crouched and I crouched and the battle was on! 

This is what I’d been waiting for—a chance to fight the demon that would snuff out 

the life of my beloved. As we tangled, we must have looked to Bella like little more than 

dervishes, whirling through the air, but there was a rhythm to it. She attacked; I moved. She 

attacked again; I moved again. Her talent for escaping didn’t let her avoid my strikes, and I 

clobbered her several times. 

Seth kept on the alert, and when Riley became distracted by Victoria and me, took 

another bite out of him. Riley struck back with a kick and I almost felt the blow that he 

delivered to Seth’s chest. Seth slammed into the cliff face and then fell to a heap on the 

ground right in front of Bella. He was all that lay between her and Riley. For a second, I 

panicked for both Seth and Bella. 

I’m okay over here. Playing dead. 

Whew! I exhaled with relief. Seth was trying to lure Riley in close so he could 

pounce on him. 

Then suddenly, I smelled Bella’s blood—rich, sweet, and fresh! I panicked for a 

second time. Oh my God! What’s wrong? Bella! 

Victoria and Riley smelled it too and their eyes snapped to its source. Through 

Victoria’s eyes I saw a terrifying sight—Bella, against the face of the cliff, holding a 

weapon to the inside of her elbow, a shard of basalt. Was she trying to cut a vein? I clutched 

for one horrifying second before I realized that a few blood drops didn’t constitute a serious 

injury. She’d merely nicked her skin. I released my interrupted breath.  

The third wife… Bella simply could not be stopped when she was determined. 

I smell blood. What do I do? Edward? Is she okay? 

With Victoria distracted by the blood, I served up a heavy blow to her chest, which 

sent her spinning into a large spruce tree. In the brief moment it took her to recover, I 

intercepted Riley who was lunging toward Seth and Bella. Twisting around backwards, I 

grabbed Riley’s arm and wrenched it from his body with a swift kick between his shoulder 

blades. Then I turned around to find Victoria launching herself at me. With a mighty heave, 

I shot Riley’s amputated arm at her like a missile. The force of the blow sent her sailing 

into another tree, which snapped in half and toppled over.  

Behind me, Seth raised his head and chomped cleanly through Riley’s remaining 

arm. Victoria’s sidekick was done for! Seth leaped to his feet and lunged at the retreating 

vampire, tearing him to pieces to the din of metallic screeching and agonized screams. 

Then soon enough, the screams stopped. 

Victoria, realizing that she was on her own, began backing away from me, now 
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focused on escape. 

“No,” I purred. “Stay just a little longer.” 

At my ominous words, Victoria turned and shot toward the forest. Luckily, I was 

close enough to her that when I followed at a full sprint, I reached her before she got to the 

cover of the trees. Hoping with all my heart that Bella wasn’t watching, I set my teeth to the 

back of Victoria’s neck and tore her head from her body. I grasped her wriggling form and 

began tearing off her limbs. She couldn’t reassemble herself faster than I could destroy her. 

And then it was over—everything but the flames. I heaped Victoria’s writhing 

limbs and bits of torso into a pile and covered them with dry pine needles, all the while 

avoiding Bella’s face. Seeing me as the killer that I am was undoubtedly terrifying to her. I 

only hoped that she would be able to overcome her fear and revulsion with time. At the 

moment, I had to finish my task. We had to burn the pieces quickly. 

I darted into the woods to collect the smaller bits of Riley, while Seth closed his 

jaws around the torso and dragged it to the pile, flopping it down on top of Victoria’s 

remains. I pulled out a butane lighter brought for the purpose and lit the tinder on fire. 

“Get every piece,” I stressed. 

We moved about searching for any remaining scraps of the two vampires and 

tossed them one by one onto the fire. Purple, heavily perfumed smoke rose into the sky, 

signaling the demise of the two nomads.  

Seth was elated and I was relieved at our success. I raised my fist toward him and 

after baring his teeth in a wolf smile, he bumped his nose against my knuckles. 

“Nice teamwork,” I said with half a smile. 

It’s over. We’re all fine. The Cullens are fine. 

The wolves had chased the last of the newborns into the clearing and dispatched 

them there. Emmett was in high spirits. Alice told Sam that he and Jasper had been so 

destructive they hadn’t left anything for she and Esme to do except gather up the bits and 

pieces of deconstructed newborns and add them to the pyre.  

It was time for me to face the fallout of our battle. I had never intended for Bella to 

see me fight and I knew she must be horribly traumatized. I turned slowly toward her and 

my worries were confirmed. Bella stood with her back against the cliff, a stunned 

expression on her face—eyes wide, pupils dilated, and her breath fast and shallow, 

apparently in shock. She was clenching the sharp rock in her hand, holding it up as if she 

would strike me or anyone else who dared approach her. I saw that she was squeezing it so 

tightly in her broken hand that her fingers had gone bloodless. Would she cut herself again? 

I stepped toward her cautiously, palms forward in a position of surrender as she 

stared at me with her mouth open. She was terrified of me and why not? I’d just torn 

someone apart with my teeth and bare hands! She must have seen Victoria’s detached head 

bounce off the ground and roll toward the trees. That red hair had haunted Bella’s dreams 

since I’d come back from Italy and probably for a long time before that. It probably would 

terrorize her with renewed force. 
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“Bella, love,” I said softly, watching her eyes. “Bella, can you drop the rock, 

please? Carefully. Don’t hurt yourself.” 

She stared at me woodenly, though after a few moments, her fingers loosened and 

the makeshift weapon fell onto a small pile of rocks with a clack. Otherwise, she moved not 

at all. I noticed that a few drops of blood had dried inside her elbow. 

“You don’t have to be afraid, Bella,” I murmured. “You’re safe. I won’t hurt you.”  

I looked for some sign of recognition in her eyes, but they were still blank. If she 

was in shock, she could collapse at any moment. She could die within minutes from 

insufficient blood supply to her brain. I had to break through her confusion before the 

shock worsened. I kept speaking in a soft rhythm, hoping to diffuse her fear and bring her 

back to the present.  

“It’s going to be all right, Bella. I know you’re frightened now, but it’s over. No one 

is going to hurt you. I won’t touch you. I won’t hurt you,” I repeated. 

Her wide eyes continued to stare for a moment, and then she started blinking 

spasmodically. Gradually, her vision cleared and some awareness returned to her face. She 

looked at me in confusion. 

“Why do you keep saying that?” 

She took a tentative step toward me. The movement was robotic and her balance 

looked questionable. I leaned away from her with my palms still raised. 

“What’s wrong?” she whispered. “What do you mean?” 

“Are you…” I began. She was asking me what was wrong? “Aren’t you afraid of 

me?” 

“Afraid of you? Why?” Bella’s voice quavered. She took another step toward me 

and then started to fall. I leaped forward, scooping her into my arms. She seemed to flinch 

slightly at my touch, but then dropped her head against my chest and started to weep 

uncontrollably. The dam had burst.  

I held her against my chest while the emotion that had kept her frozen drained from 

her body. Bella had witnessed things that no human should ever see. I knew her mind was 

struggling to process everything that had occurred. 

“Bella, Bella, I’m so sorry. It’s over, it’s over.” 

“I’m fine,” she choked out. “I’m okay. I’m just. Freaking out. Give me. A minute.” 

I hugged her to me. “I’m so sorry…so sorry. I’m so sorry.” 

Bella’s sobs slowed and eventually she stopped gasping for breath. Then she began 

kissing my body everywhere she could reach…my chest, shoulders, neck. 

“Are you okay? Did she hurt you at all?” Bella voice was a mixture of panic and 

relief. 

“I am absolutely fine,” I said as I buried my face in her hair, profoundly relieved. 

“Seth?” 

I chuckled. “More than fine. Very pleased with himself, in fact.” 

“The others? Alice, Esme? The wolves?” 
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“All fine. It’s over there, too. It went just as smoothly as I promised. We got the 

worst of it here.” 

Bella paused to consider that, but continued to look confused. 

“Tell me why…why did you think I would be afraid of you?” 

“I’m sorry. So sorry. I didn’t want you to see that. See me like that. I know I must 

have terrified you.” 

Bella looked into space for a few seconds and then her expression changed. 

“Seriously?” she scoffed. “You…what? Thought you’d scared me off?” Then she snorted. 

Snorted! 

I didn’t trust that reaction. It contained a bit too much bravado. I lifted her chin with 

one hand and looked into her eyes.  

“Bella, I just…I just beheaded and dismembered a sentient creature not twenty 

yards from you. That doesn’t bother you?” I frowned. 

She shrugged. “Not really. I was only afraid that you and Seth were going to get 

hurt. I wanted to help, but there’s only so much I can do….” 

“Yes,” I snapped. “Your little stunt with the rock. You know that you nearly gave 

me a heart attack? Not the easiest thing to do, that.” 

I stared her down, waiting for an answer. 

“I wanted to help…. Seth was hurt….” 

“Seth was only feigning that he was hurt, Bella. It was a trick. And then you…!” 

The words stuck in my throat. “Seth couldn’t see what you were doing, so I had to step in. 

Seth’s a bit disgruntled that he can’t claim a single–handed defeat now.” 

“Seth was…faking?” 

I nodded. 

“Oh.” 

Would have had him too. I didn’t need help, Seth grumbled. 

“Well, I didn’t know that,” Bella said defensively. “And it’s not easy being the only 

helpless person around. Just you wait till I’m a vampire! I’m not going to be sitting on the 

sidelines next time.” 

So anxious to fight! To change! But still…to be my wife, I noted with relief. 

I smiled. “Next time? Did you anticipate another war soon?” 

“With my luck? Who knows?” 

With what faced us at the bottom of the mountain, I certainly hoped not. 


